HIGHLIGHTS

Adirect image of an expanding Bose-Einstein conden
sate showing the strong asymmetry in the expansion
owing to repulsion between the condensed atoms. A
characteristic feature of the trap developed by Ketterle
and coworkers at MITis the extreme aspect ratio of the
condensate (150 µm long by 8 pm wide), which can
seen in the expansion. The images show that the
expanding cloud has both a condensed part and a nor
mal part. The latter expands isotropically like a classica
gas whereas the condensate expands into an elliptical
shape. The width of the field of view is 6 mm. In the
early phase, the cloud appears larger than the true size
owing to complete absorption of the laser probe light.
The group has also developed a non
destructive imaging technique. The
absorption of near-resonant light and
reemission in random directions which
was used previously caused the atoms to
recoil, since light was absorbed, and the
recoil energy heated up the condensate
and destroyed it. The newimaging tech
nique employs the dispersion of x-rays:
the atoms in the condensate deflect the xrays at a small angle. The recoil of the
atoms is small, and can even be trans
ferred to the magnetic trap through the
Mössbauer effect. So the condensate can
be imaged without heating to obtain spa
tially resolved images. Two images of the
same condensate have been taken, and
multiple images seempossible - a tech
nique that should open the door to studies
of the dynamics of a single condensate.
Finally, the group has taken the first
step in probing the condensate’s optical
properties, one of the mysteries of this
form of matter. Byshinning photons on
the condensate with a frequency 1.7GHz
away from the resonance frequency of the
condensate it was found that a sodium
condensate acts as a lens: indeed, it is
transparent but deflects light at a small
angle. The angular distribution of the
scattered light is anisotropic.
Nowthat there are several ways to
probe condensates one can address spe
cific aspects (e.g., superfluidity; the nature
of excited states) of the macroscopic phys
ics of Bose-Einstein condensate “superat
oms” consisting of 5million atoms . Inter
ference effects between two superatoms
can perhaps be observed by cutting the
condensate into two parts using a laser.
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Awhere the L/S ratio for the nearest
neighbours is on average close to 1. So
The highlight of the 15th General Con
magnetic backscattering seems to be unaf ference of the EPS Condensed Matter Divi
fected by the angular momentum of the
sion: EPS-CMD’96 (Stresa; 22-25 April) was
backscattering atom.
an invited plenary talk by Wolfgang Ketterle from MITwho described major
Conclusions
advances in producing and probing a
It has been demonstrated that dichBose-Einstein condensate (BEC). His
roic near-edge effects provide a powerful group has produced a condensate of 5mil
tool for probing the magnetic characteris lion atoms, 10-times greater than the pre
tics of unoccupied density of states and
vious record it set last year. Most impor
determining, in appropriate cases, local
tantly, the group has been able to directly
spin and orbital moments separately and observe the condensate in the atomtrap,
with high accuracy. So X-Ray Magnetic
and not just the fragments of an exploding
Circular Dichroism allows one to study the condensate as was done previously.
local magnetic properties of ferro- and
The key development is a novel trap.
ferri-magnetic solids in an element- and Like previous devices, trapping uses a
symmetry-selective manner.
strong, inhomogeneous magnetic field but
Moreover, the analysis of dichroic
without a zero magnetic field near the
effects beyond the near-edge range (spin- centre of the trap, where atoms experienc
polarized EXAFS) probes magnetic short- ing this field loose their (spin) orientation
range order and the magnetic moments of and escape. The experiments that
neighbouring atoms and allows a clear
achieved BEClast year used a rotating
distinction between magnetic and non
field or optical forces to push the atoms to
magnetic atomic neighbourhoods.
locations where the magnetic field was
Every spectroscopic or crystallo
non-zero. Such tricks are no longer neces
graphic technique involving core-level
sary, because the new trap uses DCmag
absorption can be extended, in principle, netic fields which have a minimum value
to its magnetic counterpart. Indeed, pho of 1Gauss and increase in all directions
tons with energies close to an absorption from the centre. The group has also come
edge are already being applied in magnetic up with a novel “cloverleaf” winding pat
Anomalous Small Angle x-ray Scattering, tern which gives very good optical access
atomic contrast techniques and x-ray
- a crucial requirement because 11laser
microscopy and microtomography. These beams are needed for cooling and probing
innovations are made possible the devel the atoms. Trapped atoms suffered very
opment of high-brilliance x-ray sources
little heating - a condensate could be kept
and they demonstrate the growing
for more than 20 s, and the evaporative
demand world-wide for circularly polar cooling was more efficient than before
ized x-rays.
resulting in the large condensate of Na
atoms.
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